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The response of the coastal ocean to strong offshore winds:
With application to circulations in the Gulfs of Tehuantepec

and Papagayo
by Julian P. McCreary, Jr.,1 Hyong S. Lee] and David B. Enfield2

ABSTRACT
Two ocean models are used to investigate the response of the coastal ocean to strong offshore

winds: a linear 11/2-layer model, and a nonlinear 11/2-layer model that allows entrainment of cool
water into the surface layer. The models are forced by wind stress fields similar in structure to
the intense winter-time, mountain-pass jets (-20 dyne/cm2) that appear in the Gulfs of
Tehuantepec and Papagayo for periods of 3-10 days. Solutions are arranged in a hierarchy of
increasing dynamical complexity, in order to illustrate the important physical processes. They
compare favorably with observations in several ways.

Some properties of solutions are the following. While the wind strengthens there is an
ageostrophic current (not Ekman drift) that is directed offshore. This offshore drift forces
coastal upwelling, thereby lowering the local sea level and sea surface temperature (SST).
Although the drop in sea level at the coast can be large and rapid (of the order of 20 cm at the
peak of a wind event), none of this signal propagates poleward as a coastally trapped wave. While
the wind weakens the ageostrophic current is directed onshore, and consequently the coastal
ocean readjusts toward its initial state. Throughout the wind event, cyclonic and anticyclonic
gyres spin up offshore on either side of the jet axis due to Ekman pumping. Entrainment cools
SST offshore, on and to the right (looking onshore) of the jet axis, and virtually eliminates the
cyclonic gyre. The advection terms intensify the anticyclonic gyre and give it a more circular
shape. After a wind event, the anticyclonic gyre propagates westward due to {J. Its propagation
speed is enhanced over that of a linear Rossby wave due to the nonlinear terms associated with
the increased layer thickness at the center of the gyre and with the divergence of momentum
flux.

1. Introduction

In the winter, high pressure systems, typically lasting from 3 to 10 days, develop in
the Gulf of Mexico. These systems are almost everywhere separated from the Pacific
region by the mountainous topography of southern Mexico and Central America. At
three locations, however, there are passes through the mountains. During the high-
pressure events, air flows swiftly through these passes down the resulting pressure
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Figure I. A map showing the locations of the three mountain-pass jets. Light and dark shaded

regions indicate where the elevation of the topography is greater than 650 and 2000 m,
respectively. The locations of Manzanillo (MNS), Acapulco (ACA), Salina Cruz (SC) and
San Jose (SJ) are indicated. The jets occur during the winter when high-pressure systems
develop over the Gulf of Mexico. Air flows rapidly through the mountain passes down the
pressure gradients.

gradient, and forms narrow, intense jets in the Gulfs of Tehuantepec, Papagayo and
Panama that blow almost directly offshore (Fig. 1). Roden (1961) has described the
Tehuantepec jets (Tehuantepecers) in some detail. They have a width of about 200 km,
extend southward about 500 km, and their strongest winds occur at the northern end of
the Gulf. Based on a 12-year record, the mean maximum wind at Salina Cruz during
fall and winter months was somewhat greater than 25 mis, resulting in wind stress
values of the order of 20 dyne/cm2.

Roden also described aspects of the ocean's response to a Tehuantepecer. As the
wind strengthens, water moves rapidly southward along the wind axis. Coastal currents
as strong as 100 cmls converge toward the jet axis, providing a source of water for the
offshore current. Upwelling at the coast lowers sea surface temperature (SST) by
about 10°C, and entrainment induced by the strong winds also cools SST farther
offshore. Interestingly, on several cruises the lowest measured SST occurred offshore,
suggesting that offshore entrainment is as significant as coastal upwelling. As the wind
relaxes, the coastal ocean readjusts toward its initial state.

Figure 2 shows sea level and wind velocity at Salina Cruz during two Tehuantepecer
seasons. There are a number of strong events where the wind attains speeds of the order
of 10 m/s. (These wind events never achieve the strengths reported by Roden in this
data set. The likely reason for this is that Salina Cruz is located at 16.10N, 95.12W,
25-30 km west of the mountain-gap axis, and so the wind recorder was not located in a
position to measure the full strength of the jet. Generally, wind speeds from this station
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Figure 2. Wind velocity (w) and sea level (d) at Salina Cruz during the fall and winter of
1973/74 and 1974/75. Positive (negative) velocities are directed northward (southward). The
close relationship between the two fields is apparent.

are about half as strong as those obtained offshore from ships.) There are also a
number of events where sea level drops 20 em or more in only a few days. The
remarkable feature about the wind and sea-level variations is how closely related they
are, indicating that the sea-level response follows the wind forcing with virtually no
time lag.

Enfield and Allen (1983) looked for evidence of propagation of coastally trapped
waves in sea level records along the Pacific coast of Mexico. Figure 3 shows four of the
records (see Fig. 1 for their locations). Some events, particularly at lower frequencies,
occur at all four stations, and they have phase lags that indicate poleward wave
propagation. In contrast, the large, negative spikes in sea level at Salina Cruz do not
occur at any other station. This property supports the idea that the spikes are locally
forced by Tehuantepecers, and furthermore indicates that few or no coastal waves are
generated by the forcing.

Stumpf (1975) and Stumpf and Legeckis (1977) presented satellite images of SST
documenting the temporal and spatial development of the ocean's response to
Tehuantepec and Papagayo wind events. Several of the images occur near the peak of
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Figure 3. Sea level at San Jose, Salina Cruz, Acapulco and Manzanillo from 1973 through
1975. Figure 1 shows their locations. Negative spikes at Salina Cruz do not appear at San
Jose, Acapulco or Manzanillo, suggesting that they are locally generated at Salina Cruz and
that coastal waves are not part of the response. (After Enfield and Allen, 1983).

the wind (see, for example, Fig. 9 of Stumpf and Legeckis). In these images SST is
coldest at the coast, but is also cooled significantly in a broad region offshore. Other
images show the SST pattern a few days after an event (for example, Fig. 4 of Stumpf
and Legeckis). In these images SST is coldest offshore, consistent with the cruise
observations reported by Roden. The images also show that an anticyclonic gyre
develops on the western flank of the jet axis. There is little evidence, however, that a
second, cyclonic gyre forms on its eastern flank. Stumpf and Legeckis also noted that
three anticyclonic Papagayo gyres,located at the coast and about 500 km and 1000 km
offshore, occurred concurrently in their images, and suggested that they were due to
three different wind events. Repeated views of the middle gyre were available, and it
propagated westward with a phase speed of about 15 cm/s (13 km/day). Trajectories
of drifting buoys indicate that Papagayo eddies continue to propagate westward at
least to l15W, that is, a distance 2500 km offshore (Hansen, 1987; his Fig. 19).

Figure 4a, provided to us by Richard Legeckis, is an AVHRR thermal image of SST
from off the coast of Central America and Mexico on February 25, 1986, that
illustrates many of the features discussed above. The SST pattern reveals two
Papagayo gyres: a small one spinning up near the coast (with its center near 88W,
l2N), and a large one located offshore that is likely due to a previous Papagayo wind
event. Tongues of warm and cold water near the edges of both gyres clearly show that
they are anticyclonic. The region of coldest SST fans out offshore, suggesting the
presence of a circulation that converges toward the jet axis near the coast and diverges
offshore.
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Figure 4a. An A VHRR thermal image showing SST in the vicinity of the Gulf of Papagayo on
February 25, 1986, during a wind event. The spatial resolution of the image is 1 km. A region
of cold SST spreads offshore along the axis of the jet. An anticyclonic gyre centered at 88W,
12N is developing on the western side of the cold tongue, with cold water being advected
around its southern flank and warm water being advected southeastward along the coast. SST
at the center of the gyre reaches a minimum of 23°C. A second larger gyre, presumably
generated by an earlier event, is evident farther offshore, and minimum SST at its center is
about 27°C. Superimposed arrows show near-surface, current measurements obtained on
February 27, 1986, with the longest arrows indicating speeds somewhat greater than 80 cm/s.
An upwelling event is also taking place in the extreme northwest corner of the figure in the
Gulf of Tehuantepec. (The satellite image was provided by Richard Legeckis, and the current
measurements by David Cutchin.)

The commercial tanker Exxon Jamestown, en route from Panama to San Diego,
crossed the large eddy on February 26-27, only a day or two after the satellite image
was taken. The ship was equipped with an acoustic Doppler current profiler (ADCP)
which measured the eddy structure from 20 to 120 m. Data from this section, provided
to us by David Cutchin, are shown in both Figures 4a and 4b. The 20 m currents
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Figure 4b. ADCP velocity profiles near the current maxima on either side of the large eddy in
Figure 4a. The current measurements were obtained on February 27, 1986, by means of an
ADCP mounted on the volunteer observing ship Exxon Jamestown. The nominal random
error of a single ADCP measurement is about 40 cm/s and 400 measurements go into each
15-minute average; therefore, the averaging reduces the uncertainty to 2-3 cm/s for each
profile. Profile 27 is on the southeast side of the eddy, whereas profile 52 is on the northwest
side. The flow field is confined to the upper 100 m. (The data were provided by David
Cutchin.)

(relative to zero at 112 m) are shown superimposed on the image (Fig. 4a), and they
corroborate the clockwise rotation of the offshore gyre at speeds of the order of
80 cm/s. Figure 4b shows two of the profiles, one near the maximum flow on each side
of the eddy. They reveal a highly baroclinic structure confined to the upper 100 m.

In this paper, we investigate the ocean's response to forcing by strong wind fields
that are directed offshore, like the mountain-pass jets. Two ocean models are used: a
linear 1Y2-layer model, and a nonlinear 1Y2-layer model that includes entrainment of
cool water into the surface layer. In order to illustrate clearly the important physical
processes, solutions are arranged in a hierarchy of increasing dynamical complexity,
varying from linear, analytic solutions to fully nonlinear, numerical ones. The
numerical solutions are able to simulate all of the observed features discussed above.
The analytic solutions are similar to some of the solutions discussed by Crepon and
Richez (1982), but differ in that our wind fields have more general temporal and
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spatial structures; similarities and differences between their solutions and ours are
pointed out in the Appendix. The 2-layer numerical model used by Hua and Thomasset
(1983) is dynamically similar to ours, including both entrainment and forcing by
offshore winds, and it is instructive to compare the solutions to both models.

2. The model oceans
a. The linear model

The 11/2-layermodel has a single, active layer of density PI overlying a deep, inert
layer of density P2 where the pressure gradient is set to zero. Linearized equations of
motion for the system are

and

Ut - fv + Px = -rjH + VhV2U,

Vt + fu + Py = TYjH + VhV2V,

ht + H(ux + vY) = 0,

P = g'(h - H).

(1a)

(1 b)

The velocities u and v are directed eastward and northward, respectively, the
instantaneous thickness of the surface layer is h and its initial value is H, P is the
pressure in the layer,fis the Coriolis parameter, Ph is the coefficient of horizontal eddy
viscosity, g' = (tJ.pjp)g where tJ.p = P2 - PI> P is the average density, and g is the
acceleration of gravity. The ocean can be forced either by a meridional wind field r or
by a zonal wind field -r. Finally, sea level d is related to p and h by

d = pjg = (tJ.pj(J)(h - H). (2)

Eqs. (I b) and (2) follow from the assumption that the pressure gradient vanishes in the
deep ocean.

Analytic solutions to Eqs. (I) are found without horizontal mixing in either an
unbounded basin or a semi-infinite basin with a northern boundary at y = O. In the
latter case, a single boundary condition of no-normal-flow is imposed at the northern
boundary, and the solutions are required to remain finite in the far field. Numerical
solutions are found in a rectangular basin with northern and eastern boundaries
representing the southern coast of Mexico and the western coast of Nicaragua,
respectively. Boundary conditions on the northern, eastern and southern boundaries
are the no-slip conditions

u = v = 0,

and on the western boundary are the open conditions

(3a)

(3b)
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The western and southern boundaries, of course, are artificial, but various test runs
indicated that they did not significantly influence the model response.

Numerical solutions are evaluated on a staggered grid with variables defined in
rectangular grid boxes of dimension ~x by~. The h points are located in the middle of
grid boxes, and the u and v points are centered on their meridional and zonal edges,
respectively. The equations of motion are forward differenced in time using the
leap-frog scheme, and all fields are averaged between two time levels every 41 time
steps in order to control time-splitting instability. Diffusive terms are evaluated at the
backward time level, and all other terms at the central time level. For all the solutions
shown in the figures, the grid dimensions are ~ = ~y = 20 km, and the time step is
~t = 30 min. In order to determine more accurately the values of variables very near
the coast, some calculations are also carried out on a finer grid with ~ = ~y = 5 km
and ~t = 5 min.

b. The nonlinear model

This model is very similar to the 2Y2-layer model described in McCreary and Kundu
(1988), except that it involves only one active layer. For this reason, only a brief
description of the equations of motion and boundary conditions is provided here, and
readers interested in additional details should consult the previous paper. Except for
test calculations, the equations of motion are

(hu), + (uhu)x + (vhu)y - fhv + hpx = r + vh'V2(hu),

(hv), + (uhv)x + (vhv)y + fhu + hpy = rY + vh'V2(hv), (4a)

h, + (hu)x + (hv)y = w••

T, + uTx + vTy = Q/h - we(T - Td)/h + Kh'i12T,

and the pressure gradient is

(4b)

Common variables are defined the same as in Eqs. (I). Additional quantities are T and
Td, the temperatures in the surface layer and deep ocean, respectively, and E is the
coefficient of thermal expansion (assumed constant). Three thermodynamic processes
affect T: the heat flux Q through the ocean surface, horizontal diffusion of heat with
coefficient Kh, and entrainment described by the velocity We' According to (4a), the
system entrains lower-layer water into the upper layer at the rate w•• but detrainment
(where We < 0) is not allowed. Sea level is given by

(5)

where To is the initial value of T. Eqs. (4b) and (5) follow directly from the two
assumptions that the pressure gradient vanishes in the deep layer, and that currents in
the surface layer remain depth independent.
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The surface heat flux is given by

(6)

a form similar to the one proposed by Haney (1971). According to (6), th is a measure
of the e-folding time for the upper-layer temperature to relax back to To. Our solutions
are not sensitive to the value of th, provided that it is sufficiently large (;;::25 days).

Entrainment is a crucial process in the model. It acts to cool the upper layer, to
provide stress at its bottom, and to prevent the interface between the two layers from
surfacing. Entrainment is defined by the choice for entrainment velocity w•• and
following McCreary and Kundu (1988) we adopt the smooth function

j
(He - h)2

We = teHe '
0, otherwise.

h <He
(7)

According to Eq. (7), entrainment exists only when h is less than a specified value H ••
and We increases parabolically toward a maximum value of He/te as h goes to zero. The
entrainment time scale te must be chosen small enough to ensure that the interface does
not surface in regions of intense upwelling, but otherwise solutions are not particularly
sensitive to its value. Solutions, however, are affected by the choice of He (see the
discussion at the end of Section 3d).

Boundary conditions on the northern, eastern and southern boundaries are

u = v = Tn = 0, (8a)

where the subscript n indicates the partial derivative normal to the boundary, and on
the western boundary are

(8b)

The conditions on T ensure that there is no heat flux through the boundaries.
The numerical scheme is essentially the same as that of the linear, ,P/2-layer model,

except that it involves a temperature equation for T. The T field is evaluated at the
same points as h, that is, in the centers of grid boxes. The grid dimensions and time step
are the same as those given above.

3. Results
In order to illustrate clearly the important physical processes, the solutions reported

here are arranged in a hierarchy of increasing dynamical complexity. Inviscid, analytic
solutions are found on thef-plane in several different situations: for a spatially uniform
wind in both an unbounded and a semi-infinite ocean, and for a spatially bounded wind
patch. Numerical solutions illustrate the effects of horizontal mixing, entrainment,
beta and nonlinearities.
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Figure 5. A schematic diagram illustrating the spatial and temporal structures of the wind fields
forcing the Tehuantepec and Papagayo solutions. Both jets are directed offshore, are 280 km
wide and 400 km long, and the absolute value of the maximum stress is 20 dyne/cm2•

a. Choice of parameters
The model oceans are forced by wind fields similar to the Tehuantepec and

Papagayo jets. They both have the separable form

T = To X(X)Y(y)'T(t), (9)

where T is ,always directed offshore. Figure 5 shows the locations of the wind fields, as
well as their offshore and alongshore structures, X(x) and Y(y). For the Tehuantepec
wind, the horizontal structure is

l~[1 + cos _271"(x-_Xm)] ,

X(x) = 2 Xw

0, otherwise,

Ix - xml < xw/2
(10)

where Xm = 700 km and Xw = 280 km, and the meridional structure is

I 7I"(Y - Ym)
cos ,

Y(y) = 2yw

0, otherwise,

y > Ym - Yw
(11)
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whereYm = 16N andyw = 400 km. For the Papagayo wind, the structures are similarly
defined, with x and y interchanged and with Xm = 1200 km and Ym = llN. The figure
also shows the time dependence of the wind, defined by

II[ 27rt]- I-cos-
T(t) = 2 tw '

0, otherwise

(12)

with tw = 6 days. The amplitude of the wind is ITol = 20 dyne/cm2 for all the solutions
shown.

Ocean parameters are set as realistically as possible. The initial value for upper-
layer thickness is H = 50 m, and initial temperatures are T = To = 29°C and Td =

12°C. The thickness H is a typical value for the depth of the sharp pycnocline near
Tehuantepec, and To and Td are typical temperatures above and below the pycnocline.
The coefficient of thermal expansion has the constant value 3 x 10-4 °C-I. With these
choices, !::.p/'P = E(To - Td) = .0051 and the characteristic speed of the system is
[(!::.p/'P)gH] 1/2= 158 cm/s.

Unless specified otherwise, the horizontal mixing coefficients are Vh = Kh = 2 x
107 cm2/s, and the thickness below which the upper layer starts to entrain is He = H =

50 m. The thermodynamic time constants are th = 50 days and te = I/Sday. The small
value for te is necessary in order to prevent the interface between layers from surfacing
at the coast.

Finally, the Coriolis parameter fis either constant or it is given by f = 2 n sin (y / R),
where n = 2 7r/day and R is the radius of the earth. Whenfis constant, it has the value
f = 2n sin (16°) = 4.0 x 10-5S -I for the Tehuantepec case and f = 2n sin (11°) = 2.77
x I0-5S-1 for the Papagayo case.

b. Analytic solutions

i. Uniform meridional wind, unbounded ocean. For this solution the forcing has the
form r = ToT(t), f is constant, and the ocean's response is spatially uniform.
Neglecting all x and y derivatives in the inviscid version of (1), and taking Laplace
transforms (designated by a carat), yields the expressions

• s.v=-u
f'

jJ = o. (13)

The inverse Laplace transforms can be easily found using the convolution theorem, but
it is more useful to invert (13) when T(t) varies slowly with respect to the inertial
periodf-I. In that case, an approximate solution can be found by neglecting S2 in the
denominators of Ii and v (see the discussion in the Appendix). This approximation
filters inertial oscillations out of the response, and is valid because they are not strongly
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excited by a slowly varying wind. The resulting solution is

To To
U = fH T(t), v = f2H 7;, P = 0, (14)

(15)

which describes a zonal Ekman drift, and an additional, ageostrophic, meridional
current proportional to the time derivative of the wind. It is the latter current, rather
than Ekman drift, that drives coastal upwelling in all subsequent solutions.

For the time dependence defined in (12), the meridional current is given by v =

(To7r/f2Ht",) sin (27rt / t",) for t < t", and is zero thereafter. When the wind is southward
(To < 0), v is also southward during the first 3 days while the wind strengthens, and is
northward from day 3 to day 6 as it relaxes. For the parameter values discussed above
with f = 4.0 X 1O-5s-l, the maximum speed of the drift (at 1.5 and 4.5 days) is
15.2 cm/s. In contrast, the maximum Ekman drift (at 3 days) is 100 cm/s, much
stronger than the meridional current.

ii. Uniform meridional wind, semi-infinite basin. When there is a boundary at y = 0, a
free solution must be added to (13) that brings v to zero at the coast. It follows that

• fTo T(s) (1 'Y) • s. • To <7-( ) .u
u = H S2 + f2 - e , v = ]U, P = HK L S e',

where K = (S2 + f2)1/2/C and c = Vg'H (see the Appendix). Again, with the
approximation that the wind is slowly varying, the inversion is easy, and the solution
is

(16)

where a =f /c is the reciprocal of the Rossby radius of deformation.
It is interesting that the Ekman drift u [for convenience, defined here and in

subsequent discussions to include the coastally trapped term proportional to exp (ay))
vanishes at the coast, even though the boundary condition only requires that v = 0
there; thus, no coastal jet is generated by the wind. This property follows directly from
the first of Eqs. (la), which in this case simplifies to u, = 0 at the coast. Another
feature of the solution is that there is a coastal pressure field that is directly
proportional to the wind stress. This pressure field is caused by the divergence
(convergence) of v at the coast; the interface must rise (fall) in order to provide a
source (sink) for the displaced water.

According to (16) and (2), sea level at the coast is d = (cTo/fgH)'T(t). For the
parameter choices discussed above and the time dependence (12), the maximum drop

in sea level (at 3 days) is 16.1 cm.
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iii. Wind patch, semi-infinite basin. For this solution the forcing has the spatially
limited form (9) andfis constant. With the assumptions that the wind is slowly varying
in time with respect to f -1 and large-scale in x and y with respect to a-I, the solution
is

2

U = ;~X[Y - Y(O)e"Y]T + ;2~XAYy - aY(O)e"Y] [' T(r) dr,

_____ - .1 ••••

(17)

____ --J ' --J , ------

The derivation of this approximate solution is somewhat lengthy, and is provided in the
Appendix. In fact, with X(x) given by (10) the wind is too narrow to be large-scale in x,
and consequently (17) has features that are not accurate; for example, it overestimates
the maximum currents and sea-level response. Nevertheless, the solution is still useful
because its basic structure and time development is correct, and because it reveals all
the important physical processes in a simple way.

The terms labeled with the subscript I in (17) are the direct counterparts of those in
solution (16). The pressure field PI" like Ph is also generated by the ageostrophic
current VI' but it is due to a local, rather than coastal, divergence (convergence) of VI'

The terms labeled with the subscript 2 are due to Ekman pumping in the interior ocean,
and they occur wherever there is a local divergence (convergence) of the Ekman drift
u\. They are all proportional to an integral of T(t), and so continue to increase
throughout a wind event. Note that the currents U2 and V2 are in geostrophic balance
with P2' Because Yy is typically much smaller than aY(O) at the coast [Yy = 0 at the
coast for the choice (11)] U2 does not vanish there, and so this bounded forcing does
produce a coastal alongshore current. Finally, P2 vanishes at the coast, and does not
affect coastal sea level.

For a southward wind field with the spatial and temporal structur~ (10)-(12), U2

and V2 describe two counter-rotating gyres, with an anticyclonic gyre on the west flank
of the wind axis, and a symmetric cyclonic gyre on its east flank. Associated with these
gyres are coastal currents that converge toward the wind axis and an offshore
geostrophic flow centered on the axis. As estimated by (A10), the maximum speeds of
the coastal and offshore currents (after 6 days) are 344 cm/s and 204 cm/s,
respectively, and the maximum Ekman drift (at 3 days) is 68 em/so Also as estimated
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by (AlO); the largest drop in coastal sea level (at 3 days) is 14.1 cm, somewhat smaller
than the value for a uniform wind.

Note that there are no coastal Kelvin waves in (17). This is surprising because
Kelvin waves are usually generated whenever the interior flow field has a 9omponent
normal to the coast. For example, when the wind is directed alongshore and is
upwelling favorable, part of the interior flow field is offshore Ekman drift, which
causes a net transport of water from the coast. In this case, Kelvin waves are a
necessary part of the coastal response; they establish a coastal jet that supplies the
water for the offshore transport in the forcing region. In solution (17), however, the
normal component has two parts, namely, the ageostrophic current V'I = (-1'01

P H)XY'T, and the geostrophic current v; = (C2To/ f2 H)XxxY fo'T(r) dr, and neither

of them involves a net transport of water normal to the coast (since fo~v; dt = 0 and

l:v; dx = 0). It is because of the particular temporal and zonal structures of these
currents that Kelvin waves are not part of the coastal response [see the discussion of
Eqs. (A4) and (A6) in the Appendix].

c. Numerical solutions to the linear model
Figure 6 shows the response of the linear model to the Tehuantepec forcing at 3 and

6 days whenfis constant. The time development of the solution closely follows that of
the analytic solution (17). At day 3, coastal sea level has dropped 17.5 cm in response
to offshore ageostrophic flowduring the first 3 days [corresponding to VI in (17)], and
sea level is dropping offshore east of the wind axis and rising west of the axis due to
Ekman pumping. The value of 17.5 cm, in fact, underestimates the actual drop because
it occurs at a grid point 2.5 km offshore (for the fine grid with a resolution of 5 km);
extrapolating to the coast yields a drop of 18.5 cm. At this time the flowfield consists of
Ekman drift (u I) and geostrophic currents (U2 and v2), but there is no ageostrophic
meridional flow (VI) since T, = 0 at 3 days. The maximum Ekman drift, visible as the
zonal component to the flowalong the wind axis, is 67 cm/s. At day 6, coastal sea level
has returned to normal due to onshore ageostrophic flow (VI) from day 3 to day 6. The
circulation consists of two nearly symmetric gyres in geostrophic balance with
the sea-level field. The maximum and minimum values of the coastal currents
are + 139 cm/s and -119 cmjs west and east of the wind axis, and the maximum
speed of the offshore flow is 172 cm/s. There is no indication in any of the panels of the
propagation of Kelvin waves along the coast.

There are several notable differences between the solution in Figure 6 and the
corresponding analytic one. For example, the maximum geostrophic current speeds are
all less in the numerical solution; the weakening of the coastal currents is especially
pronounced, because the numerical model has no-slip boundary conditions. The
westward coastal current is smaller than the eastward one, so that the solution is not
completely symmetric about the wind axis near the coast. Perhaps most interesting, the
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Figure 6. Sea level and currents in the linear model in response to the Tehuantepec forcing for
constantf. The contour intervals are 2.5 cm and 5 cm, and the shaded regions indicate where
sea level is less than -1.25 cm and -2.5 cm, in the upper left and upper right panels,
respectively. After 3 days sea level drops 17.5cm at the coast. There is Ekman drift across the
axis of the jet, and two symmetric, geostrophically balanced gyres are developing offshore due
to Ekman pumping. After 6 days the drop in sea level at the coast has vanished, and the two
gyres are fully developed. No coastal Kelvin waves propagate westward out of the forcing
region.

drop in coastal sea level is significantly more than that of the analytic solution. These
differences must be due to the presence of horizontal mixing in the numerical model,
since otherwise the two systems are dynamically identical. To verify this conclusion, we
repeated the numerical calculation without any horizontal mixing. Except for weak
inertial oscillations, the resulting solution was essentially the same as solution (A9); in
particular, the speeds and locations of the maximum currents and the maximum drop
in coastal sea level were nearly identical to those of solution (AIO).
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Figure 7. Sea level in the linear model in response to the Tehuantepec forcing, contrasting
constant-f (upper panels) and variable-f (lower panels) solutions. The contour interval is
2.5 em, and the shaded regions indicate where sea level is less than -1.25 em. When f is
constant the two gyres slowly increase in size and weaken due to horizontal mixing. Whenfis
variable the two gyres propagate westward and disperse as a packet of Rossby waves. The
dispersion slightly strengthens the cyclonic gyre and weakens the anticyclonic gyre.

Figure 7 contrasts the response for constantf(upper panel) and for variablef(lower
panel) at 20 and 40 days. With f constant, the two gyres slowly increase in size and
weaken in strength, but remain symmetric. The inviscid solution (17) remains steady
after day 6, suggesting that these changes are due to the horizontal mixing in the
numerical model. Indeed, in the numerical calculation without horizontal mixing, the
flow field also remained steady after day 6. Withfvariable, the two gyres propagate
westward as a packet of Rossby waves and lose their symmetry. Dispersive effects are
apparent in that the cyclonic gyre strengthens somewhat relative to the anticyclonic
one. The propagation speed of the anticyclonic gyre is about 3.3 km/day, close to the
speed of linear, nondispersive Rossby waves at 14.5N, namely {3g'H//2 =

3.5 km/day.
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Figure 8. Sea level in the linear model in response to the Papagayo forcing, contrasting
constant-f (upper panels) and variable-f (lower panels) solutions. The contour interval is
2.5 em, and the shaded' regions indicate where sea level is less than -1.25 em. When f is
constant (upper panels) the response is similar to that in Figure 7. Whenfis variable, the
cyclonic gyre propagates westward faster than the anticyclonic gyre due to the increase of the
propagation speed of Rossby waves toward the equator.

Figure 8 contrasts the constant-f and variable-f responses at 20 and 40 days for the
Papagayo forcing. The constant-fsolution is similar to that in Figure 6, except that its
strength is somewhat larger due to the smaller value offused (2.77 x 1O-5s-1, instead
of 4 x 1O-5s-I). Withfvariable, the cyclonic gyre propagates westward faster than the
anticyclonic gyre, consistent with the increase in the propagation speed of Rossby
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waves toward the equator. The propagation speed of the anticyclonic gyre, however, is
only 3.8 km/day, considerably smaller than the nondispersive Rossby-wave speed at
12N of 5.3 km/day. This difference may be due to the small meridional scale £ -I of the
wave packet in Figure 8, so that (3/(a2 + £2) is a more accurate estimate for the
Rossby-wave speed.

d. Numerical solutions to the nonlinear model
Figure 9 illustrates the response of the nonlinear model to Tehuantepec forcing when

f is variable, showing sea level, the velocity and temperature fields, and the layer
thickness at 3 and 6 days. After 3 days the currents and sea level are similar to their
linear counterparts in Figure 6, with sea level dropping 17.4 cm a distance of 2.5 km
from the coast (the extrapolated drop at the coast is 18.0 cm). SST is cooled by
entrainment in a broad region on and to the east of the wind axis. It reaches an absolute
minimum of 19.5°C at the coast (on the fine grid) due to the upwelling induced by
offshore ageostrophic flow, and a relative minimum of 21.5°C offshore due to
entrainment caused by Ekman pumping. Because of entrainment, the shallowing of the
h-field east of the wind axis is much less than its deepening to the west. After 6 days,
effects due to advection and entrainment are apparent in all the fields. Most striking is
the lack of symmetry of the two gyres. The anticyclonic gyre is stronger and more
circular in shape than in the linear solution, and the cyclonic gyre has almost vanished.
Tongues of low sea level and of both cold and warm temperature advect around the
anticyclonic gyre. Nearly all regions where h is less than H have vanished. At the coast
sea level approaches its initial value, and SST rises to 25.0oC. Coldest temperatures
now occur well offshore, where SST has dropped to a minimum of l7.7°C. Note that
there is an indication in the sea-level and h fields of the westward propagation of a
coastal Kelvin wave that acts to raise, rather than lower, sea level.

In order to determine how horizontal mixing affects the solution, we repeated the
calculation using different values of mixing parameters. With only Kh reduced to 2 x
l06 cm2

/ s, gridscale noise appeared by day 5 and increased throughout the integration
(40 days). Thus, strong mixing of T is essential for model stability. It is needed to
smooth out sharp temperature fronts that continually develop due to advection by the
highly sheared flow field. With only Vh reduced to 2 x 106 cm2/s, gridscale noise again
was visible by day 5, increased until day 10, but diminished thereafter, suggesting that
large mixing of momentum is necessary only during the spin-up stage when the
currents are strongest. In addition, in this run the maximum drop in coastal sea level at
3 days was only 12.0 em, demonstrating that larger momentum mixing intensifies the
coastal sea-level response in the nonlinear, as well as the linear, model. [It is worth
noting that we also explored the effect of horizontal mixing on h, by including the term
Kh\l2h on the right-hand side of the h equation in (4a). The motivation for this
investigation was that mixing on h was necessary for model stability in the calculations
reported by McCreary and Kundu (1988). The solutions here, however, were not much
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Figure 9. The response of the nonlinear model to the Tehuantepec forcing for variable f,
showing sea level, currents, temperature and layer thickness. Contour intervals are 2.5 cm for
sea level, 1°C for temperature and 2.5 m for layer thickness. The shaded regions indicate
where sea level is less than -1.25 cm and where layer thickness is less than 48.75 m. After 3
days sea level drops 17.4 cm at the coast, the flow field consists of westward Ekman drift plus
developing gyres, and SST drops markedly along and east of the wind axis due to entrainment.
The lowest temperature (19.5°C) occurs at the coast. After 6 days, the drop in sea level at the
coast has almost vanished, the cyclonic gyre has nearly been eliminated by entrainment, and
the lowest temperature (17.7°C) now occurs well offshore. The advection terms strengthen the
anticyclonic gyre and make it more circular. Tongues of both cold and warm water wrap
around the gyre. The sea level and h fields indicate the presence of a coastal Kelvin wave that
raises sea level.
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affected by this mixing, apparently because sharp fronts of h never developed in any of
them.]

In order to isolate the effects of entrainment and advection, we repeated the
calculation of Figure 9 without the advection terms in any of Eqs. (4a); in the h
equation the expression (hu)x + (hv)y was replaced by h(ux + vy). The Kelvin wave
remained in the solution, indicating that entrainment was its cause; in effect, the
Kelvin wave is required in order to create a westward coastal current that removes the
excess water introduced into the upper layer by coastal upwelling. The cyclonic gyre
was still drastically weakened, clearly the result of the entrainment east of the wind
axis. The anticyclonic gyre was very similar in shape to the linear one in Figure 6, and
did not attain the more circular form in Figure 9. In addition, there were no tongues of
warm and cold SST wrapping around the anticyclonic gyre. The advection terms are
obviously the cause of these latter features.

Figure 10 shows the Tehuantepec solution at 20 and 40 days for variablef The size
of the gyre increases rapidly from day 6 to day 20"and continues to increase thereafter.
There is a corresponding weakening of the currents during this time, with speeds
dropping from about 150 cm/s at day 6 to 30 cm/s at day 40. SST warms considerably
due to the surface heat flux Q, which relaxes T back to 29°C in a time scale of 50 days.
The circulation pattern propagates westward due to {3with a speed of 5.3 km/day,
considerably faster than that of the linear solution in Figure 7 (3.3 km/day). To
determine the cause of the larger propagation speed, we carried out a series of test
calculations in which we linearized various nonlinear terms in the equations of motion.
Only when the terms hpx and hpy in (4a) were replaced by Hpx and Hpy" did the gyre
travel westward at the slower, linear Rossby-wave speed. An important effect of these
nonlinear terms is that nondispersive Rossby waves propagate at the "local" speed
{3g'h/f2, rather than {3g'H/f2. Thus, the primary reason for the increased propagation
speed of the gyre is the larger layer thickness at its center, resulting in an enhanced,
local Rossby-wave speed. At day 30, for example, h = 75.7 m and T = 27.7°C at the
center of the gyre, and the local Rossby-wave speed at 14N is 5.3 km/day, the same
value as the model result.

In an additional test run investigating the effects of horizontal mixing, we repeated
the calculation of Figures 9 and 10 with Vh (but not Kh) reduced to 2 x 106 cm2/s after
day 6. Because Vh was decreased after the spin-up stage, very little noise subsequently
developed. The solution differed significantly from the response in Figure lOin that the
broadening and weakening of the gyre did not occur, demonstrating that momentum
mixing was the cause of these changes. At day 40, for example, the diameter of the gyre
was only about 300 km and the maximum current speed was somewhat greater than
80 cm/s. In addition, the westward propagation speed of the gyre increased to
7.3 km/day. One reason for this increase is that h was larger at the center of the
stronger gyre (88.5 mat 30 days) resulting in an enhanced, local Rossby-wave speed.
Another cause is the advection associated with the much stronger flow field, as
discussed next.
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40 days

Figure 10. As in Figure 9, except at 20 and 40 days. The shaded regions indicate where sea level
is less than -.5 em. Contour intervals are I em for sea level and .25°C for temperature. The
anticyclonic gyre propagates westward and increases in size. Its propagation speed is
5.3 km/day, significantly faster than that of the linear solution in Figure 7. Cool SST is
warmed considerably by surface heating after 40 days.

The initial response of the model to Papagayo forcing is very similar to that of the
Tehuantepec case. Figure 11 shows the solution for variable f after 20 and 40 days
when VA is decreased to 2 x 106 cm2 Is at day 6. Because VA is reduced, the gyre does not
markedly broaden and weaken, and at day 40 its diameter and maximum current speed
a~e roughly 300 km and 110 cmjs, respectively. (If VA is not decreased, the gyre
diameter and current speeds are 500 km and 25 cmls at 40 days, similar to the
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Figure II. The response of the nonlinear model to the Papagayo forcing for variablefwhen Vh is
decreased to 2 x 106 cm2/s at day 6, showing sea level, currents and temperature. Contour
intervals are I cm for sea level and .25°C for temperature. The shaded regions indicate where
sea level is less than -.5 cm. In contrast to the Tehuantepec case in Figure 10, the anticyclonic
gyre does not broaden and weaken. Its westward propagation speed is 10.3 km/day, much
larger than that of the linear solution in Figure 8. Cool SST warms due to surface heating.
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Tehuantepec case in Fig. 10). The westward propagation speed of the gyre is
10.3 km/day, much faster than that of the linear solution in Figure 8 (3.8 km/day).
This speed is also significantly larger than the local Rossby-wave speed; at day 30,
values for hand T at the center of the gyre are 87.5 m and 27.3°C, and the local
Rossby-wave speed at 14N is only 8.3 km/day. In one test calculation, we replaced the
terms hpx and hpJl in (4a) with Hpx and HPJl' and the propagation speed decreased, but
only to 8.4 km/day. In a second, we also neglected the momentum flux divergence in
the momentum equations and the propagation speed decreased to 5.0 km/day, a value
close to the linear Rossby-wave speed (5.3 km/day). Thus, the increased propagation
speed has two nonlinear causes: the terms associated with the larger layer thickness at
the center of the gyre, and the momentum flux divergence. The latter mechanism is
more influential in this case, because current speeds are much larger for the gyre in
Figure II than for the one in Figure 10.

Finally, we repeated the Tehuantepec and Papagayo runs using modified forms of
entrainment. In one set of calculations We was set to zero at day 6, a plausible change
since the wind stress also vanishes at this time. Solutions were not significantly
different at later times, indicating that the important effects of entrainment happened
during the first 6 days of integration. In another set of calculations He was reduced at
all times to 30 m. The resulting solutions were similar to those in Figures 9, 10 and 11
except for the following differences: the appearance of cool SST was delayed for more
than two days until h became less than H •• and the cyclonic flow was considerably
stronger because h could remain less than H. In the Papagayo run, for example, the
structure of the cyclonic flow field was similar to that shown in Figure II (indicated by
the shaded regions in the upper panels), but its maximum speed was half that of the
anticyclonic gyre.

4. Summary and discussion

In this paper we investigate the response of the coastal ocean to forcing by wind
stress fields similar in structure to the narrow mountain-pass jets that occur in the
Gulfs of Tehuantepec and Papagayo during the fall and winter. These jets blow
directly offshore at speeds of the order of 25 m/s. They are typically about 200 km
wide, extent 500 km offshore, and last for 3 to 10 days. The ocean models used are
linear and nonlinear versions of a 11/2-layer model. The nonlinear version also includes
an equation for the upper-layer temperature field with entrainment, and so generates
an SST field. Solutions are arranged in a hierarchy of increasing dynamical complex-
ity, and are obtained both analytically and numerically.

Analytic solutions are found with f constant. The simplest solution is forced by a
spatially uniform, meridional wind field .in an unbounded basin [solution (14)]. It
develops an ageostrophic v field that accounts for the coastal upwelling in all the other
solutions. The next solution adds a northern boundary to the ocean [solution (16)]. In
this case, there is a sea level response at the coast that is directly proportional to the
wind stress, but no coastal currents are generated. Other solutions are forced by
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spatially confined wind fields like the mountain-pass jets [solutions (17), (A9) and
(AID)]. They develop two symmetric gyres offshore due to Ekman pumping, have
strong coastal currents that converge on the wind axis, and do not generate any coastal
Kelvin waves.

Numerical solutions to the linear model with f constant corroborate the analytic
results (Fig. 6), and demonstrate that horizontal mixing strengthens the coastal sea
level response (Fig. 6) and slowly broadens and weakens the symmetric gyres (Figs. 7
and 8). Whenfis variable, the gyres propagate westward with a speed less than that of
nondispersive Rossby waves, and lose their symmetry (Figs. 7 and 8).

Entrainment, nonlinearities and mixing all affect the solutions to the nonlinear
model. Entrainment cools SST and almost eliminates the cyclonic gyre by preventing
the thickness of the layer h from becoming much less than its initial value H (Fig. 9).
The advection terms strengthen the anticyclonic gyre, give it a more circular shape,
and create tongues of warm and cold water that wrap around the anticyclonic gyre
(Fig. 9). Both the nonlinear terms associated with the increase in layer thickness at the
center of the gyre and the momentum flux divergence increase its westward propaga-
tion speed over that predicted by linear theory (Figs. 10 and II). As for the linear
model, momentum mixing strengthens the coastal sea-level response (Fig. 9). It also
broadens and weakens the anticyclonic gyre, and slows its propagation speed (compare
Figs. 10 and 11).

The solutions presented here, particularly those of the nonlinear model, compare
remarkably well with the available observations, suggesting that the models contain
much of the important dynamics of the phenomenon. On the other hand, the model
Papagayo gyres propagate westward somewhat more slowly than the observed ones (at
10.3 km/day, as compared to 13 km/day). In addition, it is worrisome that aspects of
solutions (particularly coastal sea level and gyre propagation speed) are sensitive to
mixing parameters. Finally, the elimination of the cyclonic gyre by entrainment is a
nice feature of the nonlinear model, but the observations are ·as yet insufficient to verify
conclusively that entrainment is the reason for its absence in the real ocean. Further
theoretical and, more importantly, observational studies are needed.
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APPENDIX

Derivation of analytic solutions
In this appendix we find exact and approximate solutions to the inviscid version of

Eqs. (I) with f constant. They are forced by a meridional wind field with separable
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spatial and temporal structure, as in (9). The method of solution utilizes Laplace
transforms in time and Fourier transforms in x, defined by

ij(k) =1:e-1Iexq(x) dx, (AI)

respectively. Transforming and rewriting Eqs. (1) gives

.e 2.e ik" "Pyy - K P = - fG + Gy,s
.e -iksp - fpy + fG
u = S2 + f2 '

.e ikfp - SPy + sG
v = 2 f2 'S +

(A2)

where G = (-TolH)X(k) Y(y)T (s) and K2
= k2 + (S2 + f2)lc2. The solution proceeds

by solving the first of Eqs. (A2) for p, and then ~ and P are known in terms of p. It is
convenient in the following to represent solutions to (A2) as the sum of two pieces: a
forced response in an unbounded ocean (designated by a prime) and a superposition of
free waves excited at the coast (designated by double primes).

The solution to the first of Eqs. (A2) for the forced pressure field is

(A3)

and it follows from the last of Eqs. (A2) that

(A4)

The interior current P' has two parts: one proportional to SK, P;, and the other to
k2f2 I (KS), P;. [The large-scale and slowly varying versions of P; and P;invert to produce
the ageostrophic current v; and the geostrophic current v; (defined near the end of
section 3b), respectively.] As discussed next, the particular structures of p'\ and P~
ensure that no Kelvin waves are part of the coastal response.

The coastal response is a solution of the homogeneous version of (A2) that decays as
y - -00; its pressure field is

ll' = P(k. s)e'Y, (AS)

where the amplitude P(k. s) is independent of y. The coastal boundary condition,
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~"= -~, aty = 0, then requires that

(A6)

where the subscript zero indicates that the fields are evaluated at y = O. Note that,
because ~~contains the factor S2K2+ k2f2, the denominator sK-ikf cancels out. It is this
pole that produces Kelvin waves in the system. Its absence means that no Kelvin waves
can be generated by a wind blowing perpendicular to a coast, a property noted
previously by Crepon and Richez (-1982) for a y-independent wind field.

The total pressure field, p = p' + p", can be written

(A7)

after an integration by parts of one of the terms in (A3). There are similar expressions
for ~ and ~. Note that none of the integrals in (A 7) extends into the region y > 0 (that
is, over land), a feature that obviously must hold. It is interesting that p does not vanish
at the coast, another property noted earlier by Crepon and Richez (1982) for a
y-independent forcing. As discussed in the text, this response is forced by a meridional,
ageostrophic current, rather than by Ekman drift.

Now suppose that the wind is large scale iny, in that (Lp)-2 == E2« 1where Ly is the
meridional length scale of the wind. Integrations by parts of the y-integrals in (A 7)
generate series of terms accurate to increasingly higher orders of E, and the series can
be truncated at O(E). The resulting expressions for ~, ~ and pare

• lk z z f z z
U ="""2 (Gy - KGottY) + ""T2 (G - GottY),SK c-K

• k2+s2j2 z zv = --SK-2-(G - GottY),

• ikf z z 1 z z
jJ = - -SK2(G - GottY) - ; (Gy - KGottY).

(A8)

For the meridional profile (11) and model parameters used in this paper (Lya)-2 =

[(1l"/2y",)(cjf)F = .024, and solution (A8) is very accurate.
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Suppose further that the wind is also slowly-varying in time, in that (L,/)-2 == e2« I
where L, is the time scale of the wind. This approximation means that 1'(s) is
appreciable only in the region Isl2 «f2. As a result, most of the contributions to the
Laplace inversion integrals occur in this region, and it is possible to obtain a solution
accurate to O(e2) by neglecting S2 in K everywhere in (A8). With the aid of the Fourier
convolution theorem, the resulting solution is

T
U =% [(E * X)Y - (K; * X)Y(O)]'T

To I'+ ciH [(E * Xx)Yy - (K * Xx)aY(O)] 0 'T(r) dr,

T
V = f2~ [(E * X)Y - (K; * X)Y(O)]'T,

- :0 [(E * Xxx)Y - (K; * Xxx)Y(O)] I' 'T(r) dr,
aH 0

T
P =+[a(K * X)Y(O) - (E * X)Yy]'T

aH

- f;o [(E * XJY - (K; * Xx)Y(O)] I' 'T(r) dr.
aH 0

(A9)

The function E(x) = (aj2) exp (-alxl), K(x, y) = (aJ-rr)Ko [a(x2 + y2)1/2] where Ko

is a modified Bessel's function, K{ = J!w aKdy', and the convolution operator is defined

by q*x = [: q(x - x',y)x(x') dx'. For the time dependence (12), (L,/)-2 =

[(2'tr'jt •••)(1jfW = .09 and solution (A9) is reasonably accurate. It differs from the
exact solution primarily in that it lacks the weak inertial oscillations excited by a slowly
varying wind. The solutions of Crepon and Richez (1982) are essentially given by (A9)
with X(x) being either a step or a ramp function, 'T(t) being a step function, and
Y(y) = 1.

Now, the functions E, K and K; are all sharply peaked weighting functions q(x, y)
that decay rapidly outside a Rossby radius of either x = 0 (for E) or the origin (for K
and K;). For the choice of X(x) in (10), it is possible to take advantage of this property
to obtain a solution that is accurate at points interior to the wind patch, that is, at
positions x located more than a Rossby radius from the eastern and western edges of
the patch. For such points, the contributions to the convolution integrals, q*x, from
regions near the edges are negligible because q(x - x', y) is small there. In other
words, the response does not "feel" the edges of the wind. Thus, we can safely ignore
the edges of the wind in (10), replacing X(x) with the upper expression in (10) for all x.
In that case, all the convolution integrals in (A9) can be evaluated analytically, and the
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resulting solution is
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(AlO)

u= ;;[¥I + ~:COs~)Y-¥eaY+ ~:cos~e~Y)Y(O)}T(t)

+ ;~XAYy - 'YY(O)e~Y] [IT(r) dr,

v = f:~[¥ 1 + ~: cos ~)Y - ¥e
ay + ~:cos ~ e~y)Y(O)] TI

- ;~XxAY - Y(O)e-rYl.[1 T(r) dr,

p = a:~[¥a~y + ~ cos ~ e~Y)Y(O) - «1 + ~:cos ~)Yy]T(t)

- f ;~Xxly - Y(O)e~Y] [IT(r) dr,

where'Y = [(21r/x.Y + a2]1/2 and ~ = 21r(x - xm)/xw' [It is easier in this case to
obtain (A 10) directly from (A8), without using the convolution theorem as in (A9).]

Solution (AIO) provides accurate estimates for the maximum values attained by the
fields, since all the maxima occur well inside the edges of the wind patch. For the wind
field and parameter values used in this paper, the maximum speed of the coastal
currents, occuring after 6 days at the positions x = Xm ± xw/4, is (ITolhH)
(1r/xw)(tw/2) = 344 cm/s. The maximum offshore flow happens at 6 days on the wind
axis at Y = Yt = Ym -94 lan, where Yt is the position that maximizes the function '!II
(y) = Y(y) - Y(O)e~y; its value is 2(1 To1h2H)(1r/Xw)2'Y1 (Yt)(tw/2) = 203 cm/s. The
strongest ageostrophic meridional flow occurs at days 1.5 and 4.5 on the wind axis at
Y = Y2 = Ym -99 km, where Y2 is the position that maximizes the function 'Y2(Y) =

(1 + a2h2)y - Y(O)(e"Y + a2e~Yh2), its value is (l'Tol/FH)'Y2(Y2)(1T/2tw) =
10 cm/s. Similarly, the maximum Ekman drift occurs at day 3 on the wind axis at Y =

Y2' and has the value (IToI!J1l)'Y2(Y2)/2 = 68 cm/s. The largest drop in coastal sea
level occurs at day 3 on the wind axis and is (ITol/gaH)(1 + ah)/2 = 14.1 em.

Finally, suppose that the wind is also large scale in x, in that (Lxa)-2 == e2 « 1 where
Lx is the zonal scale of the wind. Then it is possible to obtain a solution that is accurate
to 0(e2

) by replacing K with a throughout (A8). With this replacement the transforms
in (A8) are easily inverted to obtain solution (17). For the choice of X(x) in (10),
(Lxa)-2 = [(21l"/xw)(c/fW = .79, which is not much less than 1. Thus, although the
basic structure and time development in (17) is correct, it has aspects that are not
accurate. For example, expressions for the maximum values of the coastal currents,
offshore current and sea level are just those in the preceding paragraph with 'Yreplaced
by a; the resulting maxima are 460 cm/s, 345 cm/s at Yt = -109 km and 16.1 em,
respectively, all larger than the more accurate estimates provided by (AIO).
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